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A vast, flexible and immersive canvas right above your desktop! Geminos Series is 
designed ergonomically by stacking monitors one over the other via our linkage 
system. Whether you're looking for a dual vertical monitor or two horizontal 
displays aligned in a vertical way, all you need is just a few mouse click. There is no 
cumbersome actual rotation of the screens anymore. 

Ready to have a good screen time? Geminos Series brings much comfort on your 
eyes, neck and wrist. Sophisticatedly arranged two stacked monitors from top to 
bottom, it helps to reduce the range of movement of your eyes and neck, as well as 
less scrolling. 

Display 

Two 24-inch IPS displays QHD or Full HD options Touch-enabled screen 

Ergo Design 

Screens stacked vertically Adjustable viewing angle Adjustable height 

Convenience 

USB Type-C PD up to 100W 1080p webcam and 2 speakers 10-in-1 docking 
station 

 
 



Less Bezel, Max Concentration 
High functionality meets superb style with an ultrathin bezel design that allows you 
to see more with less distraction on these 24″ screens. 

Personalized Workflow 

Inspire Focus.Speed Up Creativity. 
The Geminos Series, featuring dual vertical monitor, is ideal for media creation and 
editing tasks as well. Simply spread out the elements of your software to have 
everything visible. Dual vertical monitors setup helps to save your valuable time 
from searching and scrolling, so you can focus on the creative part. Keeps your 
producing and entertaining flow more organized and smoother. 

Loaded With Features. Free Up Desk 
Space. 
Webcam, speakers, microphone and more are built into the Geminos Series, 
eliminating the unsightly devices strewn about your desk, offering a clutter-free 
desk space. Makes it the best vertical monitor on the market. Features an advanced 
front facing Full HD camera with a 1080p resolution that clearer than before. 
Moreover, that gives you up to 15 degree tilt rotation control to get the right angle 
when you need to. Built-in a pair of 3W speakers and microphone provide clear 
audio that enhance your sound experience. 

Sit-To-Stand Flexibility 
The best posture is your next posture. Thanks to our linkage system, the Geminos 
Series is infinitely adjustable unlike other dual monitor stacked. The top monitor 
slides up and down, and the bottom monitor pivots in and out to create an angled 
visual appearance surface. Made switching between sitting and standing through 
the day without hassle. It’s compatible with every posture! 



Docking Station 

Expanded Connectivity. No Extra 
Footprint. 
We’ve engineered the stand with the USB Type-C 10-in-1 multiport dock to turn 
the Geminos Series vertical monitor to serve as a productive with no extra footprint 
while less clutter in your setup. 10 multiple ports bring a complete solution 
allowing you to connect to monitors, network, SD cards, and more through the 
docking station. so it’s fully equipped for almost any accessories you may need to 
plug in. Connect your device and peripherals to the Geminos’s docks, sleekly tucked 
in behind. 

Specifications 

Screen size 24" x2 

Screen type IPS 

Contrast ratio 1000:1 

Dimension 20" x 22" 

Weight 20 lbs 

Energy 

Consumption 
35W total 

Brightness 250N 

Refresh Rate 60Hz 

Resolution 1080p 



Connections & 

expansions 

2 x USB-A, 2x USB-C, 2x HDMI ports, Audio out, 

Ethernet, TF and SD card slots 

 
 


